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Wireless communication over long distances has become the bottleneck for battery-powered, large-scale deployments. Low-

power protocols like Zigbee and Bluetooth LowEnergy have limited communication range, whereas long-range communication

strategies like cellular and satellite networks are power-hungry. Technologies that use narrow-band communication like

LoRa, SigFox, and NB-IoT have low spectral eiciency, leading to scalability issues. The goal of this work is to develop a

communication framework that is energy eicient, long-range, and scalable. We propose, design, and prototype WiChronos,

a communication paradigm that encodes information in the time interval between two narrowband symbols to drastically

reduce the energy consumption in a wide area network with large number of senders. We leverage the low data-rate and

relaxed latency requirements of such applications to achieve the desired features identiied above. We design and implement

chirp spread spectrum transmitter and receiver using of-the-shelf components to send the narrowband symbols. Based on

our prototype, WiChronos achieves an impressive 60% improvement in battery life compared to state-of-the-art LPWAN

technologies in transmission of payloads less than 10 bytes at experimentally veriied distances of over 4 km. We also show

that more than 1000 WiChronos senders can co-exist with less than 5% collision probability under low traic conditions.

CCS Concepts: · Hardware→ Wireless devices; · Networks→ Cross-layer protocols; Link-layer protocols.

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Low-power wireless, Timing interval modulation, Scalability

1 INTRODUCTION

Wireless data delivery is key to real-time data collection and analysis in the fast-growing areas of smart agricul-

ture [1, 2], livestock monitoring [3], and precision farming [4]. Large-scale soil monitoring networks currently

use cellular and satellite networks to collect real-time data over a long period of time [5]. Real-time data collection

from in-situ sensors in ields throughout the crop season will provide an understanding of the spatio-temporal

dynamics of environmental factors and various chemical and biological processes in the soil, which can, in

turn, be used to improve soil health and crop growth. However, due to the high infrastructure costs for solar

panels and batteries to enable wireless information retrieval, monitoring sensor networks are deployed only

at limited locations and have latencies ranging from one day up to one month [5, 6]. Such monitoring systems

typically deploy sensors in large ields and share the following requirements: (1) Long battery life, (2) Long-range

communication to reduce infrastructure costs, (3) Scalability and co-existence, (4) Low cost, with less stringent

demands on data rate, latency, and payload size compared to traditional networks. For example, sensors used to

measure soil moisture, the chemical and biological properties of soil typically have a resolution of 8-12 bits [7ś9],
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Technologies
Reported

Range

Battery

Life

(> 1 yr)

Scalable

( > 100)

Data-rate

(kbps)

WiFi < 200 m X ✓ < 54k

Cellular < 1 km X ✓ < 10k

BLE < 100 m ✓ X < 2k

Zigbee < 1 km ✓ X < 250

Passive RFID [10] < 10 m ✓ X < 40

Active RFID [11] < 100 m ✓ X < 40

AmbientBackscatter [12] 0.7 m ✓ X < 1

LoRaBackscatter [13] 2.8 km - 5 m ✓ X .05 - 37.5

pLoRa [14] 1.1 km ✓ X < .0002

LoRa < 15 km ✓ X < 50

SigFox < 10 km ✓ X < .1

WiChronos 32 km ✓ ✓ < 1

Expt: 4km

Table 1. Comparison of current wireless technologies andWiChronos Fig. 1. An illustration of WiChronos

ofering a light payload. Also, the gradual change in the rate of these parameters results in reduced demands for

data-rate and latency. However, the monitoring systems are often deployed in harsh, remote environments on a

massive scale and are expected to have battery life in the order of years.

Current energy-eicient protocols such as Zigbee [15], Bluetooth Low Energy (BLE) [16], and backscatter-

ing [12ś14, 17] consume less than 50mW power during active transmission, allowing for a long battery life.

However, their communication range is on the order of 10s of meters, and they require infrastructure sup-

port for coverage. On the other hand, approaches for long range such as cellular and satellite networks are

expensive and energy consuming, limiting the battery life and scalability of the system. In Table 1, we compare

the communication range, battery life, datarate, and ability to support more than 100 nodes in a network of

state-of-the-art wireless technologies. Evidently, existing strategies for addressing low-power and long-range do not

co-exist eiciently in a large-scale network. This ineiciency can be explained by the impact of bandwidth (BW) on

energy consumption, communication range, and network capacity. In an additive white gaussian noise (AWGN)

channel, the network capacity or maximum channel data-rate is given by,

� = � log2

(

1 +
�

�0�

)

, (1)

where � is the bandwidth in Hz, � is the signal power and �0 is the noise spectral density [18]. A wideband

signal can achieve a high data rate, in-turn reducing the time-on-air (the amount of time a channel is occupied).

With reduced time-on-air, the active transmit time of the RF module decreases, reducing energy consumption.

However, the signal-to-noise ratio ��� =
�

�0�
, decreases with an increase in BW, since the noise power increases

with BW. At long distances, the received signal power decreases due to path loss; hence a lower BW can decrease

noise power and increase the SNR. Therefore, a narrowband (NB) signal is more suitable for communication over

long distances. In summary,

Energy ∝ Time-on-air ∝
1

�
, Range ∝

1

�
, Scale ∝ �.

The above conlicting requirement on BW makes it challenging for low-power and long-range solutions to co-exist.

In other words, the existing technologies do not satisfy all the three requirements we identiied : low-power,
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long range, and network scalability. LPWAN (Low Power Wide Area Network) technologies such as LoRa [19],

SigFox [20], NB-IoT [21] have been successful in achieving long range [22, 23] and long battery life by limiting the

duty-cycle (the fraction of time during which a node is in active transmit or receive mode) : reducing the number

of messages per day. Recent works such as LMAC [24], FREE [25] aim to use CSMA-based approach to improve

network scalability. While CSMA reduces collisions, the need for carrier sensing draws additional current, in

turn increases the energy consumption. Use of transmission bufers is only efective for higher payloads which

are not the target applications for WiChronos.

In other words, existing LPWAN solutions reduce the overall energy by limiting the airtime of each device in a

day. They do not address the fundamental tradeof between low-power and long-range. Therefore, as the network

scales, their cumulative airtime will increase, leading to an increase in the probability of collisions, rendering

them unsuitable for large-scale deployment.

In this work, we develop a communication framework that addresses the fundamental trade-of between low

power and long range in large-scale networks that have relaxed data-rate and latency requirements. We propose

WiChronos, a modulation technique that encodes information in the time interval between two narrowband symbols.

A WiChronos sender transmits exactly two anchor symbols per message, namely preamble and postamble, and

the data modulates the duration between them. We leverage the low data rate and small payload requirements of

monitoring systems in agriculture, remote tracking, and derive beneits from the resources at the receiver to

design energy-eicient transmitters. We further design a narrow-band Chirp Spread Spectrum (CSS) modulation

for optimum anchor symbol design to maximize the network scale, communication range, and battery-life

requirements. We refer to a narrow-band transmission as that where the transmit and receive bandwidth are

within few hundreds of kHz. Even though CSS is a spread spectrum modulation, since the bandwidth of operation

is below 100 kHz, we refer to it as narrow-band. Thus, we use the term narrow-band chirp in our implementation

of CSS modulation. To the best of our knowledge, this is one of the irst works to design and implement CSS

modulation using of-the-shelf radio modules and microcontrollers. While wideband receiver will have a higher

noise loor, chirps are inherently resilient to noise and can be detected and demodulated accurately in low

SNR scenarios. Hence, WiChronos implemented with CSS modulated anchor symbols is able to achieve long

communication range of over 4 km, while simultaneously ofering long battery life and large-scale deployments.

WiChronos achieves energy eiciency by minimizing the number of symbols and (hence the time-on-air) per

message, and long range by transmitting short CSS modulated anchor symbols over narrowband [26], that are

resilient to interference. The reduced time-on-air and improved spectral eiciency allow the network to scale

better. WiChronos trades of data-rate to achieve the above three features.

Fig. 1 illustrates WiChronos and contrasts it with other modulations used in LPWANs. A WiChronos sender

with a sensor data of 678 units transmits an anchor symbol (preamble), goes to sleep for 678 clock cycles (that

corresponds to data), and wakes up to send another anchor symbol (postamble). The anchor symbols consist

of a training sequence followed by a unique sender address. The sleep time encodes the entire message to be

transmitted. The time-on-air of WiChronos is thus independent of the payload length (10 bits in this example) and

only a function of the anchor symbols; by separating payload transmission from time-on-air, we reduce the impact

of BW on the time-on-air, without afecting the communication range. In the case of traditional modulations

such as LoRa or SigFox, the data value of 678 is mapped to bits, which are then mapped to symbols for the

corresponding modulation technique and transmitted over the air and hence the time-on-air is proportional to

the payload length. Other time interval based modulations such as M-PPM transmit multiple pulses over air; the

time slots in which the pulses are sent indicate the message.

To this end, we note that WiChronos is most suitable for applications with shorter payloads such as smart soil

monitoring, food temperature monitoring, where frequent record of short data values are typical. When used in

applications with larger payload, the time required to send the data increases, lowering the per-node throughput.

We explore this limitation further in Section 9.

ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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Towards implementing WiChronos in a wireless network, we identify the challenges in designing an optimal

anchor symbol in terms of length, modulation parameters, and medium access control (MAC) in ğ4.2. We prototype

WiChronos using inexpensive of-the-shelf radio modules and microcontroller units (MCU), using software-

only changes. Based on our experimental implementation on MSP 430 [27], Linx-NT [28], CC1125 [29], and

USRP B200 [30], we estimate an impressive battery life of over 5 years using a coin cell battery (250mAh). We

experimentally verify a range of over 4 km. Further, we extrapolate the recorded SNR and show an estimated

achievable range of 32 km.. Also, we estimate the probability of collision to be less than 5% in a 1000 node network

under low traic conditions. To this end, we make the following contributions:

• We propose an energy-eicient modulation technique that encodes information in the time interval between

two symbols, minimizing the number of symbols per message.

• We design and implement spectrally eicient, chirp spread spectrum modulated anchor symbols using general

purpose of-the-shelf radio and MCUs with low power clocks. We design a chirp demodulator on USRP B200 to

receive anchor symbols.

• We implement an ALOHA-based MAC protocol and analyze its robustness to collisions in large-scale deploy-

ments, allowing the network to scale seamlessly.

• We prototype the proposed framework using of-the-shelf, low-cost RF modules and MCUs with low-power

clocks.

• We prototype the proposed framework on diferent radios and experimentally show that WiChronos can reach

distances of over 4 kilometers and support multiple concurrent transmissions.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide background on the strategies

for low power and long range, and motivate the need for a unifying algorithm in a large-scale network. In

Section 4, we present the design and features of WiChronos, followed by a discussion on the challenges and

throughput performance in Section 5. Experimental evaluation is presented in Section 7. Related work is discussed

in Section 8. Finally, we identify the limitations and potential future work in Section 9 followed by our conclusions

in Section 10.

2 BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

The overall power consumed by a sensor node is dominated by the communication module [31, 32]. Algorithms,

protocols, and architectures have been developed to reduce the active transmit time and hence reduce the power

consumption in the areas of Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN), AdHoc Networks, and Internet-of-Things. We

broadly classify existing low power strategies for WSNs into the following ive categories [4, 33ś35]: (1) Duty

Cycling, (2) Routing, (3) Data reduction, (4) Radio module optimization, (5) Energy harvesting and backscatter.

Smart sleep/wake-up protocols [36, 37], event-triggered wake-up [38], and scheduled MAC protocols [39, 40]

have been proposed to reduce the active transmit and/or receive time of the radio transceiver. Though duty-cycling-

based approaches reduce the power consumption of the overall network, they are still limited by the payload

length. Data compression [41], prediction [42, 43], and cooperative communication [44, 45] techniques have been

proposed to reduce the amount of data to be transmitted, which in turn reduces the energy per message. Network

topology aware strategies have been developed to improve the lifetime of a sensor network through clustering [46],

energy-aware routing [47], data gathering, and data forwarding [48]. These approaches decrease the overall

energy consumption by leveraging the hierarchical topology and varying the energy constraints of nodes in

the network [49, 50]. A new wave of battery-less sensors harvest energy from ambient signals and/or dedicated

sources [12, 13] and use backscattering to communicate. However, these techniques are feasible only within

a short range and require an additional signal source to piggyback on for long-range communication [13, 14].

Active and passive RFID tags [10, 11] are energy eicient but only work for a short range [51] and/or low traic.

RFIDs also are limited by the energy-range-scale tradeof presented in ğ1.

ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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The limited range of existing energy-eicient strategies can be attributed to the BW and propagation of RF

signals. The range of an RF signal depends on the link budget (shown below) that accounts for the gains and the

losses.

��� = ��� + �� − ��, (2)

where ��� is the received power, ��� is the transmit power, �� accounts for the antenna gains, and �� is the

aggregate loss due to ilter/cable attenuation, known experimental conditions, and path loss (���). Free space

path loss is given by

��� = −10 log10
�2

(4��)2
= 22��� + 20 log10

�

�
, (3)

where � is the distance between the sender and the receiver, and � the wavelength. Radio optimization

techniques to improve ��� such as directional antennas [39], Multiple-Input Multiple-Output, and mobility-based

solutions such as Mobile Ad-Hoc Networks [52ś54] are energy consuming and not suitable for low-power

communication. Given the FCC limit on transmit power, the link budget depends on the path loss, which is

inversely proportional to the wavelength (i.e., path loss increases with increasing frequency).

Existing technologies for long-range such as cellular networks, NB-IoT, Sigfox, and LoRa operate in the sub-GHz

bands to reduce path loss. Cellular and NB-IoT require high-complexity RF front-end and LTE infrastructure for

scheduling and synchronization [55]. SigFox and LoRa operate at lower BW to achieve long range, leading to an

increase in the time-on-air. Similarly, Zigbee 3.0 [56] reduces datarate and increases transmit power to improve

range inturn increasing time-on-air. To achieve long battery life, LPWAN solutions limit the number of messages

per day. Therefore, as the number of messages increases, the overall energy consumption increases, making them

ineicient for an energy-constrained system. Also, with increasing scale, collision rate increases, which leads to a

decrease in the network throughput [19ś21].

To summarize, existing energy-eicient and long-range strategies cannot co-exist in a large-scale network.

In this work, we develop a communication framework for real-time monitoring system that is energy-eicient,

communicates over long distances, and supports a large number of nodes.

3 A PRIMER ON CHIRP SPREAD SPECTRUM MODULATION

In this work, we propose a chirp spread spectrum (CSS) modulation to transmit the anchor symbols. Chirp is a

signal whose frequency varies with time. Chirps are found in nature, used by birds and aquatic life for localization,

and in Radar [57] for ranging. CSS modulation has been recently used by LoRa to improve communication range

and be resilient to interference. In CSS, the data modulates the starting frequency of a chirp signal. The gradient

of the linear chirp determines the chirp duration and the rate of chirp transmission. A linear chirp symbol �� (�)

of duration T whose frequency increases from -BW/2 to BW/2 with an initial frequency �� and gradient � =
��
�

is given by,

�� (�) = � (�) · � �2� ��� � (�) = � �2� (
−��

2 + ��
2 )� (4)

where � (�) is the baseline up chirp. Any data symbol �� (�) is obtained by shifting the baseline upchirp � (�) in time

domain. Any time ofset or timeshift of a chirp signal translates to frequency ofset. LoRa uses CSS modulation to

transmit data; WiChronos on the other hand uses CSS to modulate only the anchor symbols.

CSS demodulation is performed by multiplying the received chirp with the complex conjugate of the upchirp

(Equation 5). Performing Fourier Transform of this resulting signal will result in a peak at the unique starting

frequency.

�� (�) · �
∗ (�) = � �2� ��� (5)

ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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Active Current

(mA)

Idle Current

(mA)

Sleep Current

(nA)

MCU
MSP430 [59] 1 0.7 45

STM32L[60] 0.45 0.3 140

Tx
Linx-NT [28] 42.5 42.5 1

CC1101 [61] 27.4 27.4 200

Rx
Linx-NT 22.5 22.5 1

CC1101 15.4 15.4 200

Table 2. Current consumption of individual modules

4 AN OVERVIEW OF WICHRONOS

In the majority of the digital modulation techniques used in wireless networks, data modulates the characteristics

of the carrier signal [58]. For e.g., 2-FSK maps bit 0 and bit 1 to two distinct frequencies, transmitting 1 bit per

symbol. The total number of symbols per message, therefore, depends on the modulation technique and the

message length. Higher-order modulation techniques such as 64-QAM can encode more bits per symbol, but have

larger energy per bit, �� while lower-order modulations such as 2-FSK have lower �� but an increased number of

symbols per message.

A modulation technique that reduces the number of symbols per message without increasing �� is required

to achieve energy eiciency. With this insight, we propose WiChronos, a modulation technique that encodes

information in the time interval between two anchor symbols. Fig. 1 illustrates an example with an integer data

678 from a 10-bit sensor. The transmitter sends a predeined preamble and waits for 678 clock cycles and then a

predeined postamble. The receiver, with apriori knowledge of the anchor symbols of each transmitter, identiies

the sender from the preamble and triggers the corresponding timer to start (or stop) on the reception of the

preamble (or postamble). In the absence of any timing errors and prior knowledge of clock rate, the number of

clock cycles counted at the receiver is equal to that at the transmitter. Therefore, irrespective of the data to be

transmitted, WiChronos sends two anchor symbols per data.

Thus, the total number of symbols transmitted on-air and the energy consumed by the RF module depends

only on the length of the anchor symbols and is not afected by the length of the sensor output (10-bits in this

example). WiChronos hence satisies the two requirements identiied earlier for energy-eicient modulation i.e.,

(1) Minimum number of symbols, (2) Non-increasing energy per bit �� . In the rest of this section, we discuss the

challenges in achieving the promise of WiChronos and propose solutions to address them.

4.1 Energy Eficiency

A key insight for the energy-eicient design of WiChronos is that the RF module is the bottleneck of a sensor

node [32]. Energy consumed by a sensor node is given by � · � · �� , where � is the voltage, � the average

current drawn for a duration �� . For a constant � and given �� , the current drawn, which determines the energy

consumption can be classiied into six categories as,

(1) ��−� : Active - MCU

(2) ��−� : Sleep - MCU

(3) ��−� � : Idle - RF module

(4) ��−� � : Sleep - RF module

(5) ��−� � : Active listen - RF module

(6) ��−� � : Active transmit - RF module

Table 2 enumerates the above currents for selected OTS hardware. The active and sleep currents of MCUs are

few�� and �� respectively, as noted in row 2 of Table 2. ��−� � depends on the transmit power of the RF module

and the protocols implemented in the transceiver. The active currents of RF module are on the order of tens

of��. Therefore, an energy-eicient transmitter must minimize the amount of time spent in active mode. By

encoding information in the time interval between symbols, we reduce the active transmit time of the RF module

ACM Trans. Sensor Netw.
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and the MCU. The energy consumption is further reduced by operating the MCU and the RF module in sleep

mode during clock counting.

Fig. 2 details our implementation in MSP430 FR2355. On reading analog data from the sensor, the transmitter

converts it to a digital value (D), maps to clock cycles ���� � (with redundancy to correct for timing errors) and

sets TimerA to ���� � . The MCU triggers the RF module to send a preamble and then set the RF to sleep. The MCU

itself goes to sleep mode, with TimerA running in the background. After ���� � cycles, TimerA interrupts the

MCU to turn on the RF to send postamble. Since ���� � is the time diference between the symbols, the transmitter

and receiver clocks need not be synchronized. It is suicient to use the same clock rate. Since the RF and MCU

modules are in sleep mode during data transmission (���� � ), the overall energy consumption is unafected by the

message length. The energy consumption of data transmission is,

E = � (Ia−u + It−rf ) 2tanchor + � (Is−u + Is−rf )���� � (6)

where ����ℎ�� denotes the duration of anchor symbols. The overall energy consumption is therefore determined by

the modulation parameters used to transmit the anchor symbols, the anchor symbol length, and the corresponding

current drawn. Optimum anchor symbol length is crucial to achieving the promised energy eiciency.

4.2 Anchor Symbol Design

Predeined preambles are commonly used in communication systems to indicate the start of a packet and to

achieve frame (and/or bit) synchronization [58]. The anchor symbols play the same role; indicate the start of a

message (to start and stop clock counting) and assist the receiver to identify the sender. Since we speciically

focus on networks with relaxed data-rate requirements, the anchor symbols are transmitted at the order of few

kilobits per second over narrow BW. At such low data-rates, the time and the number of bits required for the

Automatic Gain Control (AGC) in the RF front end to settle, is reduced. Further, UNB communication requires

much shorter preamble than coded modulations [62]. For example, TI CC1125 [29] uses an AGC design with a

4-bit settling time along with smart carrier sensing to reduce false positives. The lower bound on the anchor

symbol length is thus determined by the RF front end and the modulation parameters. In order to diferentiate

between the start counting and stop counting triggers, each sender is assigned two unique addresses i.e., each

Tx Rx

Anchor

?

Stop(Timer-k);

Trx ← Timer-k;

Initialize ADC

Timer, Interrupts

D ← ADC(Sensor)

Tinfo ← ẟ +D.(2ẟ+1)

TimerA←Tinfo+tp+ε

RF ON(); 

Send(X);

RF OFF();

X = Preamble

TimerA

ISR*

X
 =

 P
o
st

am
b
le

*ISR: Interrupt Service Routine

No

Sender Index = k

Preamble Postamble

Start(Timer-k);

RF_Receive();

MCU Sleep(); Tinfo ←  Trx – (tp+ε)

D ← 

^

^
(Tinfo -ẟ)

2ẟ+1)(

Fig. 2. System implementation flow diagram of WiChronos on MSP430
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sender has a unique preamble and postamble. We propose and analyze the efectiveness of two anchor symbol

modulations: 1) Ultra narrow band FSK 2) narrow band CSS.

We deine the optimum anchor symbol length to be the shortest length that enables reliable decoding at the

receiver i.e., it must minimize the probability of error in decoding and has a low false-positive rate. For a given

modulation, SNR, and the corresponding BER �� , the probability of symbol error and false-positive are,

�� =

�︁

�=0

(

�

�

)

· ��
���−� , �� = (0.5)�

�︁

�=0

(

�

�

)

(7)

where � is the maximum number of bit errors that can be tolerated by the receiver for an N-bit anchor symbol.

Fig. 3 plots the above probability of symbol error �� and probability of false positive �� as a function of anchor

symbol length for e=0. �� increases with symbol length; therefore, shorter anchors are desirable to reduce symbol

error while �� decreases with symbol length. With short symbols, the probability of a random bit pattern from

other devices or interference being falsely detected as the anchor is high. We identify the smallest anchor symbol

length that renders low �� and �� for a given anchor symbol modulation, expected SNR, desired false positive

rate, and symbol error rate.

4.2.1 FSK modulated anchor symbol. First, we consider an FSK modulated anchor symbol and identify the

optimum symbol length for WiChronos. We use BFSK to modulate the anchor symbols with an SNR ≥ 10dB,

BER of ≤ 10−3. We choose 10-bit anchor symbol to achieve �� ≤ 0.01 and �� ≤ 0.001. It must be noted that this

shortest anchor symbol length is required to transmit each pulse in any variant of PPM. The anchor symbol

length calculation is unafected by the receiver since we leverage the resource asymmetry in infrastructure mode

and let the receiver to always be in listenmode. The minimum anchor symbol length is determined by the settling

time of the RF module, the probability of false positives, and the probability of symbol error. RF modules with

advanced carrier sensing and AGC can further reduce the settling time and false positives, leading to shorter

anchor symbols. As the number of transmitters increases, the number of unique addresses and hence the length

of the anchor symbol will increase, inversely afecting the energy eiciency (more details in ğ4.4).

4.2.2 CSS modulated anchor symbol. In order to overcome the scalability challenge of UNB-FSK modulation, we

propose a CSS modulated anchor symbol design. As discussed in Sectionğ3, a chirp is a signal whose frequency

varies with time. We design a linear CSS modulation to maximize the number of unique anchor symbols that can

be assigned without compromising the energy consumption of the transmitter. While FSK uses one frequency per

symbol, CSS uses the entire bandwidth for each chirp. Such a spread spectrum approach is resilient to channel

noise and interference, in turn resulting in fewer false positives than FSK. Furthermore, CSS is resistant to

multi-path interference even when operating in low power. On the contrary, multipath fading from relection,
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Fig. 5. WiChronos illustration with CSS Modulation for anchor symbols. Anchor symbol format is also illsutrated

scattering from buildings, hills, and difraction have a negative efect on the bit error rate of an FSK modulated

anchor symbol.

We deine �� to be a chirp symbol whose initial frequency is �� . The frequency of �� increases linearly from ��
to BW and back to �� in one symbol duration. The diference between two consecutive frequencies in a chirp is

����� and will be referred to as the step size of the chirp. This step size is determined by the RF frontend and hence

is limited by the hardware. Therefore, the number of unique chirps, ��ℎ��� is determined by ��
�����

. The duration of

a chirp symbol is determined by the hardware and is lower bounded by 1
��

, where BW is the transmit bandwidth

of the chirp symbol.

Since CSS has inherently low false-positive rate, we deine the optimum CSS anchor symbol length as the

shortest length that can be decoded with a low probability of error. We illustrate our proposed anchor symbol

design in Figure 5, where each sender is assigned two unique sequence of chirp symbols. For example, the start

anchor of Sender 1 is �1,�2,�3,�4 and that of Sender 2 is �1,�2,�3,�5.

During the transmission of a chirp, the signal and noise are spread over the entire bandwidth. Upon demod-

ulation, the receiver despreads the signal, during which the signal power concentrates at a singular FFT peak

as described in ğ3. Chirp demodulation relies on the receiver demodulation window to be perfectly aligned in

time with the chirp signal. To facilitate this synchronization and accurate detection of the start of the anchor

symbols, we design an anchor symbol to consist of 4 up-chirps (�0) that form the preamble, followed by a

sequence of � chirp symbols that uniquely identify the transmitter. Each of these chirp symbols can be one of

the chirps �1,�2, ...,���ℎ���−1, where ��ℎ��� denotes the maximum number of unique chirps that can generated.

�0 is dedicated for the preamble. Assigning two unique anchor symbols per transmitter, the total number of

transmitters that can be supported, ������������� , is calculated as

������������� ≤
(��ℎ��� − 1)�

2
(8)

In the example illustration in Figure 5, � = 4, ��ℎ��� = 8. Therefore, for a given network scale, we determine

the minimum anchor symbol length to be the smallest value of � that satisies the above inequality. Network

scale can be improved by increasing the bandwidth, increasing number of chirp symbols, � , or number of unique

chirps ��ℎ��� .

4.3 Long-Range Communication

The second challenge identiied in this work is achieving long-range within the energy constraints. As discussed

in ğ2, propagation loss is directly proportional to the distance and the frequency of operation. Following the

IEEE 802.11ah standard [63], we operate in the sub-GHz spectrum and narrow bandwidth (NB) for long-range.
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The range also depends on the receiver sensitivity (the minimum received power required to demodulate the

signal with an acceptable BER), a characteristic of the receiver. For a given propagation channel and frequency of

operation, the received power is obtained from Equation 2. SNR at the receiver depends on the received power

and the noise loor, which is given by,

Noise loor = −174 + �� + 10 log10 �� . (9)

Here �� is the noise igure (the ratio of input SNR to output SNR at the receiver) and �� is the receiver BW [39].

Fig. 4 shows SNR and �� as a function of �� . For a given received power, the noise loor increases with receiver

BW, in turn decreasing the SNR and the receiver sensitivity. NB and UNB modulations are capable of long-range

due to their improved receiver sensitivity and SNR from reduced BW. However, decreasing the receiver BW

implies reduced transmit BW, leading to an increase in time-on-air and energy consumption. Thus, even in low

data-rate applications, wireless systems operate at higher datarates to save battery life. To overcome the impact

of narrow BW, existing LPWAN strategies limit the number of messages to reduce the total time-on-air [64].

4.3.1 FSK modulated anchor symbol. Due to its inherently reduced time-on-air, WiChronos can operate in UNB

without signiicantly increasing the energy consumption. The increase in time-on-air from UNB transmission

of the anchor symbols is much smaller than that of the entire message (as in other LPWAN techniques). In our

evaluation, we modulate the anchor symbols using BFSK in the 902-928MHz spectrum with a BW ranging from

10kHz to 120kHz. Operating at the 902-928MHz spectrum also ofers the advantage of mitigating multipath

relections and wideband interference. Devices operating in NB and UNB are unafected by multipath as they

experience no inter symbol interference [65, 66]. This is a physical layer phenomenon and we discuss this in our

future work as an area of further analysis.

4.3.2 CSS modulated anchor symbol. The communication range for a given bandwidth can be further improved

by leveraging the spread spectrum gain provided CSS modulation. Due to its resilience to noise and interference,

CSS ofers an improvement in SNR for the same bandwidth. In time domain, a chirp has signal power spread

across the bandwidth. When it is converted to frequency domain and multiplied with a down chirp, all the signal

power that was spread across the bandwidth concentrates at one frequency peak. This gain is inherent to CSS

and is referred to as the spread spectrum processing gain. The processing gain is the ratio of the spread spectrum

bandwidth to the baseband bandwidth. Compared to FSK using the same hardware, the processing gain from CSS

increases the SNR and hence the range, with no impact on the system scale or energy consumption.

4.4 Medium Access Control

The third challenge identiied in this work is that of co-existence in a large-scale deployment. In spite of the

vast research on MAC protocols for large-scale [37, 67], ALOHA-based algorithms are implemented in LPWANs

due to its simplicity. ALOHA allows a sender to transmit whenever it has data without any coordination between

the senders. The simplicity of ALOHA makes it vulnerable to collisions in large-scale and/or heavy-traic

deployments. A packet collision occurs if one sender begins transmission during an on-going transmission i.e.,

twice the data transmission period is vulnerable to collisions. LPWANs using ALOHA-based MAC protocols

sufer from collisions in large-scale networks when the channel is used for transmission more than 20% of the

time (on average) [58].

WiChronos (by design) has low time-on-air and leverages the simplicity of ALOHA without getting penalized

by collisions. Data transmission time and time-on-air are diferent for WiChronos, unlike existing

digital modulations. As shown in Fig. 8, in current systems, the entire transmission is vulnerable to collisions,

whereas, in WiChronos, only the anchor symbols are vulnerable, decreasing the probability of collisions. During

the data transmission of one sender (���� � ), the other sender can transmit their anchor symbols without afecting

the on-going transmissions. We derive the probability of collisions given a node is transmitting a message
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following the textbook approach used in the analysis of ALOHA [68]. We assume a Poisson arrival process with

a cumulative arrival rate of �. Given a sender started a transmission, the event is a success if no other anchor is

sent within 2����ℎ�� .

Pr(���������) = 1 − Pr(no other event in 2� ′)

= 1 − �−� 2�
′

, where T’ = ����ℎ�� (10)

Fig. 6 plots the probability of collision for a given node transmitting a 1-byte message every ten minutes as

a function of the network size. For SigFox, we assume its default overhead of 11 bytes at a datarate of 600bps.

For LoRa, we assume the shortest preamble allowed with a spreading factor (SF) of 7, code rate 4/5 and 125kHz

BW [69], operating in implicit header mode without CRC. We turn of CRC and MAC overheads, as well as ACKs

in LoRa for a fair comparison. An arrival rate of 2� is used in the calculation for WiChronos to account for the

two FSK modulated anchor symbols at bandwidths normalized to SigFox and LoRa.

4.4.1 FSK modulated anchor symbol. With an increase in the number of transmitters, the probability of collision

for SigFox is the highest among compared technologies, due to its very low data-rate and very high time-on-air.

The above parameters for LoRa are chosen for low-power and do not ofer long range. For longer range, LoRa

recommends higher SF, which will lead to increased time-on-air, thus increasing the probability of collision. The

rate of increase of probability of collisions with network scale is slower for WiChronos due to its reduced air-time.

It can achieve energy eiciency without limiting the number of messages and/or the network size.. As shown in Fig. 6,

reducing BW (from 100 kHz to 600 Hz) increases the probability of collision due to increase in symbol duration.

However, this increase in collision is smaller for WiChronos as only the anchor symbol duration contributes to

collision as opposed to SigFox or LoRa where the entire payload increases the collision probability. Therefore,

we can leverage NB and UNB to improve range without signiicantly afecting scalability and energy eiciency.

In a network of 1000 nodes, the probability of collision for SigFox and LoRa are 46.3% and 12.75% compared to

WiChronos at 1.2% for a BW of 100kHz and 1.8% for 600Hz.

With increasing network size, the anchor symbol length will increase as log function of network size, since

each sender is assigned a unique preamble and postamble as the local address. For example, a 2-byte anchor can

address a maximum of 211 senders each with a unique 16-bit preamble and postamble ( 2
16

2 ) and 4 initial bits for

RF settling ( 2
15

24
). The trade-of between network scale and energy eiciency will determine the anchor symbol

length in practice.
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4.4.2 CSS modulated anchor symbol. Although WiChronos achieves

low probability of collisions through reduced time-on-air, as the net-

work scale increases, the number of FSK-modulated anchor symbol

length increases, negatively afecting the energy eiciency of the trans-

mitter. The proposed CSS-modulated anchor symbols can accommodate

more transmitters than FSK-modulated anchor symbol. In a network

setting with � chirp symbols, the number of transmitters that can be

accommodated using CSS increases exponentially as a function of �

(Equation 8). Additionally, due to it low false-positive, the minimum

hamming distance between CSS-modulated anchor symbols can be

lower than that of FSK, further reducing the anchor symbol duration.

Therefore, CSS-modulated anchor symbols will lead to fewer collisions

and hence can improve scalability. However, the step size of a chirp

signal of CSS implementation using of-the-shelf radios are limited by the RF front-end. In our design of 8 chirps

per anchor symbol (details in ğ6), the time to transmit one chirp is 38x the time to transmit one FSK symbol. The

large time to transmit a chirp is due to the switching time of the oscillator. A dedicated CSS implementation of

WiChronos will result in a lower probability of collisions.

5 ACCURACY-THROUGHPUT TRADEOFF

The promise of long battery life and range in a large-scale is achieved at the cost of datarate. We achieve energy

eiciency by oloading the communication burden to timers at the sender and the receiver and hence the

data-rate of a link depends on the clock rate at the transceiver. Consider an MCU with a clock rate �� = 32.768 kHz.

If increasing clock cycles each represent a value, a total of 32768 values can be conveyed in 1 s i.e., 15 bits

(���2 (32768)) can be communicated in one second(plus anchor symbol time). To generalize, the data-rate of a

WiChronos link is given by

�� =

� · ��

���� �
. (11)

���� � , the time to transmit a d-bit message is in the range of [0, 2� − 1]. For a uniformly distributed data source

where the values of ���� � are equiprobable, the expected value (average) of ���� � = 2�−1.

The achievable data-rate is lower than that of LPWAN technologies with comparable range. The numerator of

data-rate in Equation 11 is a linear function of payload length while the denominator is an exponential function.

This is in contrast with existing modulation techniques where the data-rate is a constant that is independent of

the payload length. WiChronos is thus not suitable for applications with high data-rate and low latency demands.

5.1 Maximizing Data-rate

We present two strategies to improve our data-rate performance: (1) Accurate higher clock rates (2) Eicient Time

encoding. As shown in Equation 11, the data-rate of WiChronos is directly proportional to the clock rate �� at the

transmitter. Increasing �� reduces the time between the anchor symbols for the same number of clock cycles

and improve datarate. The accuracy of the clock plays a signiicant role in improving data-rate. Commercially

available ultra low-power crystal oscillators [70], and MEMS clocks [71] ofer high accuracy, high rate clocks. We

will discuss the impact of clock skew on data-rate and accuracy later in the section.

The second strategy for improving data-rate is aimed at minimizing the average wait time between anchor

symbols using apriori knowledge of the source distribution, analogous to source coding. The expected (average)
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time to transmit a d-bit message is,

E =

2�−1︁

�=0

� Pr(� (�)),

where Pr(� (�)) is the probability of sensing a data value � (�). Minimizing E will minimize the average time to

send a value between 0 and 2� − 1, which will maximize the data-rate. This can be reduced to a continuous

Knapsack problem [72], where the data values must be assigned a time value such that E is minimized. It has

been proven that the optimum solution for continuous knapsack problem is achieved using greedy algorithm [72]

i.e., arrange all possible sensor data in decreasing probability of occurrences and map to increasing time values in

[0, 2� − 1]. Mapping the most recurring data to the shortest time, we optimize the data-rate performance.

5.2 Timing Error Correction

The maximum achievable data-rate of a WiChronos link relies on the accuracy of clock rate, processing time,

data transmission, and the propagation delay. Fig.7 presents a detailed timeline at a WiChronos transmitter.

The currents and the duration listed are speciic to the MCU and radio used in our prototype. By default, the

radio and the MCU are in sleep mode. The total time to send data includes the radio wake-up time, the anchor

symbol transmit time, and the information time. Timing errors in one or more of these components will afect

the received ���� � , leading to bit errors.

We broadly categorize bit errors in received data into the following categories, (1) errors in the anchor symbol,

(2) anchor symbol loss, (3) processing and propagation time errors, (4) clock counting error. Existing error

detection and correction mechanisms are designed for bit errors and require rethinking for timing errors. We

propose a simple error detection mechanism for anchor symbol loss and correction mechanisms for bounded

timing errors.

5.2.1 Anchor symbol error and loss. Though we choose the receiver bandwidth and anchor symbol length to

minimize BER, there is a non-zero probability for anchor symbol error or loss. Existing coding techniques such as

Hamming codes will be used to correct for single bit errors in the anchor symbol. Anchor symbol loss is detected

using (1) timeout, (2) stateful receiver. We use the prior knowledge of the maximum payload length and the

processing time at the sender to detect anchor loss using timeout. For each sender, the timeout value is set to

�� = ����ℎ�� + ���� �−��� , where ����ℎ�� is the sum of maximum processing and transmission time to send an

anchor symbol and ���� �−��� is the maximum clock cycles mapped to a data. The receiver detects the loss of an

anchor symbol whenever the counter exceeds �� . The second detection mechanism maintains the state of the

anchor symbol reception for each sender. For every anchor symbol received, the receiver veriies the previous

symbol received and the timer value is stored only if a postamble is followed by a preamble. Else, the counter

value is discarded, reset and marked as an error, since recurring postambles (or preambles) indicate loss of a

preamble(or postamble).

5.2.2 Processing timing error . In Fig.7, let �� be the average time to send an anchor symbol. �� is composed of

the time to perform the operations in MCU such as ADC, timer setup, serial communication, enter and exit sleep

mode, radio wake-up time, modulation, and transmission. Variations in the number of cycles to execute any of

these operations can vary �� in the range [−�, +�]. We assume that the operations in the MCU are deterministic

and do not contribute to � . The radio wake-up time can vary within a bounded range ( [28].) We correct for this

timing error by triggering the data timer after �� + � . On reading a sensor data of D, the MCU sets a transmit

counter for �� + � cycles and triggers the radio module to transmit the preamble. At the end of the transmit

counter, the MCU and the radio are set to sleep mode for � cycles. By increasing the transmit time from �� to

�� + � , the transmitter removes the variability in the preamble (and postamble) transmit time. The receiver counts
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the number of cycles between the preamble and postamble and subtracts (tp + �) to obtain ���� � . We correct for

variations in �� by increasing the overall time to transmit as, ����ℎ�� ≥ �� + � . For timing errors bounded by � ,

the increase in anchor symbol duration from �� to �� + � can achieve 100% error correction.

5.2.3 Clock cycle error. Timing errors due to clock skew at the transceivers can lead to incorrect���� � and hence

bit errors. We propose a simple error correction mechanism that spreads out the data value (in time) to account

for the clock skew. Consider the 32kHz crystal oscillator used in MSP430. Though the quartz crystal oscillators

have high stability, it has a tolerance of ± 30ppm, resulting in an error of ± 0.9Hz in room temperature [70]i.e., the

measured clock cycle can vary by ≈ 1 clock cycle. To correct for this clock counting error, we assign data value

D to clock cycles that are separated by 3 i.e., the minimum diference between two adjacent ���� � transmitted

over air is set to three, to correct for variations in the clock cycles measured. To generalize, when using a clock

rate with a tolerance of ±� , the minimum diference between two transmitted clock cycles is set to � . Therefore,

a sensor data D is mapped to � + � · (2� + 1). Using the above redundancy in time to correct for clock cycle

errors will reduce the efective data-rate since fewer unique clock cycles represent data. Therefore, accurate(low

tolerance) clocks are crucial to the design of WiChronos. In addition to this, to check the accuracy of clocks, a

pre-determined payload can be transmitted, but this is currently beyond the scope of our implementation and

will be explored as a part of future work.

5.2.4 Propagation error. The time to receive an anchor symbol includes the propagation delay of the RF signal.

At distances of a few kms, propagation delays of RF signals traveling at the speed of light are on the order of

�seconds. Therefore, changes in propagation delays would also be on the order few �seconds. Error correction

mechanism proposed above for clock skew is modiied to correct for propagation errors too. A 50% error in

propagation delay at a distance of 10 km can lead to an error of ± 0.8 cycles at a clock rate of 32 kHz. Apriori

estimate of channel and propagation model is used to encode redundancy. For bounded error in propagation

delays, we can achieve 100% error correction by further increasing the minimum diference between adjacent

���� � . Combining these error detection and correction mechanisms, WiChronos can correct for all bounded errors

and detect symbol losses.

6 IMPLEMENTATION

WiChronos is implemented using of the shelf components such as general purpose radio modules as transmitters

and software-deined-radio (USRP B200) as receivers, as shown in Figure. 9. We implement the WiChronos

transmitter by modulating the time between the start and stop anchor with the payload, as explained in Section

ğ4. The transmitter uses a 32.678kHz clock to encode data in the time interval between start and stop anchor.

Since information is encoded in the time diference, absolute clock synchronization is not needed. The receiver

counts �������� , the number of samples received between the anchors. For a sampling rate of �� samples/s at the

receiver, we calculate the payload as

������� =

�������� ∗ 32678

��
In our implementation, we use a sampling rate of 140 kSamples/s on the USRP receiver. To correct bounded errors

due to clock skew or the number of samples received, we implement the error correction mechanisms proposed

in Section ğ5.2 at the receiver. We verify this error correction mechanisms experimentally and present our results

in Section ğ7.6. In this work, we design and evaluate WiChronos using FSK-modulated anchor symbols as well as

CSS-modulated anchor symbols, operating in the 902-928 MHz ISM band. The anchor symbol design derived for

each of the modulations in Sectionğ4.2 is implemented using the of-the-shelf components, as described below.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 9. WiChronos transmiter-receiver hardware : (a) FSK-modulation using Linx-NT as Tx and CC1125 as Rx

(b) CSS-modulation using CC1125 as Tx and USRP B200 as Rx

Fig. 10. Real USRP capture of four chirps generated using of-the-shelf radio modules with 10 kHz frequency step

FSK-modulated anchor symbol

We use Linx-NT radio module along with TI MSP430FR2355, an ultra-low power microcontroller to implement

narrowband (100 to 200 kHz) FSK-modulated anchor symbols. Narrowband anchor symbols are transmitted at a

baud rate of 9.6kbps. Linx-NT was chosen for its ease of programming, as it allowed hardware control to choose

parameters such as the center frequency, bandwidth, and baud rate. UART interface was used to send and receive

anchor symbols to the radio. We implement ultra-narrowband (10 to 100 kHz) FSK using TI CC1125 as the radio

module. Ultra-narrowband anchor symbols are transmitted at a baud rate of 1.2kbps. We test the energy, range,

and the collision performance at diferent bandwidths, varying from 10kHz to 200kHz. We also tabulate the

packet error rate at diferent SNRs that correspond to diferent distances. We use 3-dB gain, quarter-wave whip

antennas. WiChronos receiver for FSK-anchor symbols is implemented using TI CC1125 evaluation board.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 11. WiChronos experimental setup in outdoor deployments : (a) Narrow-band FSK-modulation

(b) Ultra narrow-band FSK-modulation and CSS

CSS-modulated anchor symbol

We utilize CC1125 to design and implement a novel chirp generation code. By default CC1125 allows us to

choose a modulation from FSK, OOK, and MSK and does not ofer CSS. However, it has a feature to transmit

an unmodulated carrier signal at a given frequency. We use this feature to implement CSS. At the rise of each

clock cycle, the center frequency of the unmodulated carrier is increased by ����� , as illustrated in Figure. 10. This

is repeated until the entire bandwidth is covered. To generate chirps with a desired initial frequency, we start

with the corresponding frequency, linearly increase to BW and continue to increase, as illustrated in Figure 10.

As designed in Section ğ4.2, the preamble of a CSS-modulation anchor symbol is a sequence of 4 up-chirps (C0)

(Fig 5). The chirps are generated in the 902 - 928MHz frequency range over a bandwidth of 70kHz. Due to the

limitations of the CC1125 hardware, the minimum step size in frequency that can be detected and demodulated

accurately is 10kHz. We implement a chirp by increasing the frequency of transmission by 10kHz on each clock

cycle. The fastest clock rate achievable by the CC1125 hardware to successfully increase the frequency by 10kHz

at each rising clock edge is 170Hz. Each chirp has 8 steps and occupies a bandwidth of 70kHz, thus making it a

narrow band signal. Since one of these chirps is the preamble, 7 unique chirps allow 2401 unique combinations.

Therefore, 8 chirps can accommodate a network of 1200 nodes.

CSS demodulation, inspired by LoRa demodulation, is implemented on USRP B200 receiver using GNURadio.

The complex I/Q samples received at the USRP is multiplied with a downchirp to detect the preamble. On

detecting the presence of a preamble, we perform coarse and ine grained chirp synchronization, similar to LoRa

demodulator [73], to accurately detect the start of the packet. We then proceed to demodulate the anchor symbols

following the same process of multiplication with a downchirp followed by FFT.

7 EVALUATION

7.1 Experimental setup

We evaluate WiChronos using FSK and CSS-modulated anchor symbols in both indoor and outdoor setting. The

outdoor experiment was performed at distances upto 4km between the transmitter and the receiver in urban

locations, as shown in Fig. 11. The indoor, controlled experiments are performed in a oice space of 15 m X 10 m.

As shown in Fig. 9, the transmitter is powered by a battery and the receiver is always on and connected to a

laptop. For all our experiments (FSK and CSS), we have connected ZHL-42W power ampliier to our receiver to
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Fig. 13. FSK-modulated anchor symbols decoded as a

function of receive BW

amplify incoming signals. The power ampliier provided a gain of about 25dB in addition to the 2dB gain from

the antenna. Our implementation, circuit design, and hardware setup to recreate our results is publicly available1.

We compare the energy eiciency, communication range, and theoretical collision performance of WiChronos

against LoRa experimentally and present analytical comparison with SigFox. Easy-to-program, Arduino-based

LoRa module [74] (RFM69HCW) does not allow for energy management and has low battery life. We implemented

an energymanagement module in SX 1272 [75] operated usingMSP430 for fair comparison; we reduce its preamble

to 6 bytes, remove Cyclic Redundancy Check and MAC headers, disable ACKs, and set to transmit-only mode

to minimize its energy consumption and provide fair comparison. Throughout this section, unless otherwise

mentioned, we operate LoRa and Linx at 915.37 MHz center frequency and CC1125 at 905MHz center frequency.

LoRa is implemented at a spreading factor of 7, coding rate 4/5 and BW of 125kHz.

Towards the evaluation of WiChronos, we perform experiments to evaluate the following:

• Eiciency of anchor symbol design : What is the false positive rate of anchor symbol reception? What is the

accuracy of anchor symbol demodulation?

• Energy-eiciency : What is the battery life of WiChronos compared to state-of-the-art? What is the impact

of network scale on energy eiciency?

• Communication Range : What is the achievable communication range of WiChronos with the two anchor

symbol designs proposed? How is range afected by bandwidth and modulation?

• Network Scalability/Medium Access Control : How many transmitters can WiChronos accommodate with a

low probability of anchor symbol collisions? What is the overall network throughput?

• Data-rate : What is the achievable data rate per-node and its eicacy to correct bounded timing errors?

7.2 Anchor symbol design

In this section, we evaluate the narrowband-FSK, ultra-narrowband FSK, and CSS-modulated anchor symbol

designs presented in Section ğ4.2. We design the length to achieve an SNR ≥ 10 dB resulting in a BER of 10−3 for

BFSK [58]. At BER = 10−3, we determine the optimum symbol length to be 10 bits, with a false positive probability

�� ≤ 0.01 and symbol error probability �� ≤ 0.001 from Fig. 3. Linx allows integer multiples of bytes (not bits)

and hence we choose a 2-byte anchor symbol. For FSK-modulated anchor symbol, we implement the irst byte to

1https://github.com/Yaman-Sangar/WiChronos
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be a sequence of alternating 1s and 0s to indicate the start of message and the second byte to be an 8-bit address

uniquely assigned to a transmitter.

In Fig. 12, we experimentally determine �� and �� for varying narrowband FSK-anchor symbol lengths. With

increasing length, �� decreases while �� increases. At 2-byte anchor symbol, �� is below 0.01 and �� below 0.08.

The experimental �� is higher than the expected �� derived in Equation 7 due to intermittent pedestrian traic

and strong winds. We present the impact of other environmental conditions on the symbol error rate later in the

section.

Next, we study the impact of receiver BW on decodability. In Fig. 13, we plot the percentage of FSK-modulated

anchor symbols decoded correctly as a function of receive BWs, for diferent transmit powers. For a given transmit

power, as BW increases, the noise loor increases and hence SNR decreases, resulting in fewer anchor symbols

decoded. At BW = 15 kHz, 100% of the symbols are decoded correctly at all transmit powers. At BW= 120 kHz

however, this decreases to about 98%. Hence, operating in ultra-narrow bandwidth improves SNR and inturn

decodability.

We also compare the performance of FSK- and CSS-modulated anchor symbols. In Fig. 14, we plot the SNR of the

anchor symbols at the receiver for varying bandwidths (15 and 70 kHz) and anchor symbol modulation (FSK and

CSS). It can be noticed that the SNR of 15kHz is higher than that of 70kHz, irrespective of the modulation. This is

due to the dependence of SNR on the receive BW. However, the number of anchor symbols decoded also depends

on the modulation. Despite the use of same 70kHz BW and comparable SNR, since CSS is inherently resilient to

channel noise and interference, it outperforms narrow-band FSK, as shown in Fig. 15. Hence, narrow-band ofers

an improvement in SNR while CSS ofers more error resilience for the same BW, due to its processing gain.

From experiments we infer that the Linx-NT has a higher than average carrier sensing time, resulting in

higher false positives. RF modules with smarter carrier sensing can further reduce �� and hence the anchor

symbol length. In addition to that, the maximum transmit power of Linx-NT and CC1125 is 13.5 dBm and 15dBm

respectively while FCC allows up to 30dBm, which will improve the accuracy of anchor symbol demodulation.

The presented result is thus an upper bound on the anchor symbol length and ofers room for a further decrease

in symbol length. When CSS modulation is used for anchor symbols, the resilience to channel noise increases the

accuracy of the received symbols. In the rest of our evaluation, we use 2-byte anchor symbols for FSK and 8 chirp

symbols for CSS, unless stated otherwise.

7.3 Long Range

We evaluate the range performance of WiChronos experimentally as well as analytically in this section. The

long-range performance of WiChronos depends on the radio module and the modulation parameters used for

anchor symbol. The impact of BW on anchor symbols decoded was presented in Fig. 13. We experimentally

evaluate the maximum achievable range in outdoor experiments in urban streets (Fig. 11) with traic.

In Fig. 14, we plot the experimentally received SNR at increasing distances for the three anchor symbol

modulations proposed. As expected, ultra narrow-band FSK (15kHz BW) has the highest SNR due to its low

noise loor. As attenuation of signal power increases with increase in the distance, we expect a drop in SNR at

higher distances, afecting decodability. As expected, the SNR of 70 KHz FSK and CSS are comparable, since

SNR is a function of the receive BW. This is because the noise loor is a function of BW and is unafected by the

modulation. Despite this, CSS achieves higher packet decodability due to the spread spectrum gain as shown in

Fig. 15. In other words, CSS enables the receiver to decode anchor symbols even when buried under noise, thus

improving the communication range. Using our outdoor experimental setup, we verify that at distances up to 2

km, all the modulations achieve close to 100% packet decodability. This however drops quickly for 70 kHz FSK

as the SNR drops below 20 dB over 3 km. CSS on the other hand continues to decode over 99% of the anchor

symbols at 4 km. Similarly, ultra-narrow band FSK decodes over 99% of the anchor symbols at 4 km.
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Fig. 14. Experimental WiChronos SNR at increasing ranges

till 4 km and estimated SNR at 32 km

Fig. 15. Anchor symbols decoded at increasing distances

as a function of modulation and BW.

We extrapolate the SNR from the above experiment to estimate the maximum achievable range of ultra

narrowband FSK-modulated to be 32 km. From the free space path loss equation, 6 dB loss is expected when the

distance doubles. However, in our experimental evaluation, we found that SNR drops by 9 dB for every doubling

in distance. We use this 9 dB loss and estimate that at ranges of 32 km between the transmitter and the receiver,

the received SNR is greater than 10 dB and hence can be reliably decoded.

In conclusion, the achievable range of our prototype is constrained by the hardware, bandwidth, and modulation

and is not an inherent limitation of WiChronos. Any RF module with a protocol-free mode can be integrated

with an MCU to implement WiChronos. SNR at the receiver can be further improved by increasing the transmit

power. RF modules with the maximum allowable Efective Isotropic Radiated Power(EIRP) and ultra-narrowband

FSK or CSS modulated anchor symbols can reach distances of over 30 km.

7.4 Energy Eficiency

A key contribution of WiChronos is the improved battery life due to reduced time-on-air. We evaluate the energy

consumption of WiChronos with 2-byte anchor symbol and compare with LoRa and SigFox. We design a power

management block that powers down the radio completely when it is not actively transmitting. We only consider

the power consumption of the radio module and the micro-controller power is ignored for all the technologies

for fairness.

In Fig. 16, we compare the energy consumption for varying payload lengths. The energy consumption of

WiChronos is approximately 2.03 mJ, the lowest among the three technologies. Our energy consumption remains

the same for any payload length, as energy is only a function of the anchor symbol length.

When transmitting a 2-byte payload, WiChronos reduces energy consumption by 3x compared to LoRa-

SF7, 23x to LoRa-SF10, and 55x to SigFox (BW normalized). The reduced energy consumption of WiChronos,

which increases with payload length, is due to, 1) reduced air-time 2) non-increasing energy-per-bit �� . �� for a

WiChronos sender decreases with increasing payload as the overall energy remains constant while the number of

bits increases. In classical modulation, �� is constant and hence their energy increases with payload length. The

energy eiciency will be further improved by using modules with smaller sleep currents and faster wake-up time.
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Fig. 16. Energy Consumption of WiChronos Vs LoRa and

SigFox
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Fig. 17. Batery life of WiChronos Vs. scale and trafic load

Fig. 18. Collision performance in a network of FSK an-

chor based WiChronos and LoRa SF-7

Fig. 19. Collision performance in a network of CSS an-

chor based WiChronos and LoRa SF-7

The energy eiciency of WiChronos depends only on the length of the anchor symbol and the traic load.

Fig. 17 shows the impact of traic load and network scale on the battery life of a single node. For a given traic

load, battery life of a node decreases with increasing network scale, since the anchor symbol length increases with

scale. At higher traic loads where a payload is being sent once every 15 or 30 seconds, the battery life reduces

considerably as compared to low traic scenarios. As discussed earlier, WiChronos derives energy savings partly

from reducing the time-on-air which increases signiicantly when the traic load and/or the scale increases.
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7.5 Multiple Access Control

In this section, we analytically and experimentally evaluate the throughput performance of WiChronos network

using ALOHA as the MAC protocol.

Fig. 20. Experimental vs Theoretical com-

parison of collision probability

7.5.1 Collision performance. We present the probability of collisions

in y-axis as a function of network scale under varying traic conditions

in Fig. 18 for WiChronos with narrowband FSK based anchor symbol.

The background grey shade darkens as the traic load increases. We

categorize the traic load as high, medium and low when a 2-byte

payload is sent every 15 s, 60 s, and 600 s respectively.

As shown in Fig. 18, the estimated probability of collision for

WiChronos in a 100 node network with high traic is 3.4x and 10.4x

higher compared to LoRawith SF-7 and SF-10 respectively. At low traic,

it is 3.8x and 30x higher compared to LoRa-SF7 and SF-10 respectively.

To compare against SigFox, we use a BW of 600Hz for both WiChronos

and SigFox. For low traic, collision probability for WiChronos is 37.6x

compared to SigFox.

In Fig. 19, we present the probability of collisions using CSS modu-

lated anchor symbol. The collision probability in a 100-node network

with high traic for WiChronos is 8.6x and 27.1x higher compared to LoRa with SF-7 and SF-10 respectively. At

low traic, the collision probability for WiChronos is 10.3x and 98.8x higher compared to LoRa with SF-7 and

SF-10 respectively. Under low traic conditions, the collision probability for WiChronos is 68.5x higher than

SigFox. The collision probability of WiChronos implemented with CSS based anchor symbol is lower than the

FSK based implementation across all scales and traic loads. For a network of 100 nodes, the collision probability

of CSS based implementation of WiChronos is 2.5x lower than that of FSK based implementation in all traic

scenarios. This reduction is due to lower anchor symbol duration.

Note that the collision probability increases with both network scale and traic, due to larger volume of data,

resulting in higher vulnerability to collisions. This increase in collisions is lower for WiChronos than that of

LoRa and SigFox due to its reduced time-on-air. Since the channel is active only for the duration of the anchor

symbols, the vulnerable period for collision of WiChronos is smaller for the same bandwidth and payload length.

We also validate the theoretical results with experiments for high-traic, small-scale network (zoomed-in

image) on WiChronos implemented with narrow-band FSK based anchor symbols in Fig. 18 in a network of

12 senders in heavy traic scenario. We program the senders to wake up every 16 seconds to communicate a

random 2-byte payload. The senders are randomly placed inside a 15 m x 10 m oice space. The experimental

results relect the cumulative losses due to collisions, false positives, and anchor symbol losses. On an average,

the theoretical collision rate is 75% of the experimental rate; the theoretical results are an approximation for a

large scale network and we expect the experimental results to match theoretical for larger networks.

7.5.2 Network Goodput performance. The reduced collision also improves the average network goodput perfor-

mance (total number of successful data bits in the network in a given duration). We present the average network

goodput as a function of traic load for various network scales in Figs 21, 22, 23, 24, where each transmitter sends

a 2-byte message every traic-load seconds. The above results are BW normalized for fairness, with WiChronos

and LoRa using 100kHz and 125kHz respectively in Fig 22 and Fig 24 and 600Hz for WiChronos and SigFox in

Fig 21 and Fig 23. In Fig. 23 and Fig. 24, we plot the goodput of WiChronos implemented with CSS based anchor

symbol against LoRa and SigFox respectively.
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Fig. 21. Network goodput of WiChronos with FSK mod-

ulated anchor and SigFox as a function of trafic load

Fig. 22. Network goodput of WiChronos with FSK mod-

ulated anchor and LoRa SF-7 as a function of trafic load

Fig. 23. Network goodput of WiChronos with CSS mod-

ulated anchor and SigFox as a function of trafic load

Fig. 24. Network goodput of WiChronos with CSS mod-

ulated anchor and LoRa SF-7 as a function of trafic load

Due to an increase in the volume of data, the goodput increases with traic initially. However, it reaches a

maximum value, beyond which collisions dominate and reduce the number of successful transmissions, inturn

reducing goodput. For a given scale, the goodput of WiChronos outperforms LoRa due to its reduced collisions

(Fig. 18), and they converge at lower traic. This is because, with reduced traic load, data volume is low,

inversely afecting goodput due to lower utilization of channel capacity. We compare the goodput performance

of WiChronos and SigFox in Fig. 21 and Fig. 23. As the scale increases, the increase in collision probability of

SigFox is higher than that of WiChronos. Similarly, with reduced traic load, the decrease in collision is higher

for WiChronos, leading to a better goodput.

It must be noted that though WiChronos outperforms LoRa and SigFox in average network goodput, it trades

of instantaneous goodput. In a 1000 node network where each node has a 2-byte payload every 10 minutes,

the instantaneous goodput of a WiChronos and a LoRa node are 15.0 bps and 517.27 bps respectively. Similarly,

with 600 Hz BW, the instantaneous goodput of WiChronos and SigFox are 12.08 bps and 46 bps respectively.

WiChronos is therefore best suited for applications with short payloads, where it can deliver low-energy over

long-range in a large-scale.

LoRa can leverage the orthogonality of SF to enhance scalability [76]. Lower SF values ofer high data rate, and

low energy. High SF values help attain a greater range at the cost of data rate. While using diferent SF could
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Clock

Rate

Tolerance

ppm

Tolerance

cycles

Expt. Tolerance

cycles

1 MHz [59] ± 10000 ±10000 ± 720

32.678 kHz [70] ± 30 ± 1 ±1

1 MHz [71] ± 50 ± 5 Not validated

Table 3. Impact of Clock rate and skew on datarate

help with scalability, it will also efect the range and battery performance. Another option ofered by LoRa and

SigFox is to use Frequency Division Multiple Access (FDMA). FDMA can be used in addition to ALOHA to further

reduce the collision rate of WiChronos as well. For a given receiver BW, the reduced BW on each sender will

increase the collision rate. However, this is only a function of the anchor symbols for WiChronos and the efect

will be less pronounced compared to LoRa and SigFox. The decrease in collision rate from the reduced number of

devices per channel outweighs the increase (Fig. 19) due to lower BW.

7.6 Error correction and data-rate

We identiied four categories of error viz., anchor symbol loss, processing time error, clock skew error, and

propagation error. The results presented in the rest of this section incorporate the anchor symbol loss detection.

For the other three errors, we evaluate the data-rate performance of WiChronos, the accuracy of received data

in the presence of timing error, and the impact of the proposed error correction mechanisms on data-rate. We

implement the error correction mechanisms proposed in ğ5.2 at the transceivers.

7.6.1 Processing time error correction. Fig. 7 shows the timeline of WiChronos data transmission, where the

duration and currents are speciic to the components used in our implementation. As discussed in ğ5.2, processing

time error is corrected by elongating the transmission time �� to �� + � . For the system under consideration,

�� = 196 cycles and the estimated �� +� = 276 cycles. At system clock rate of 32.678 kHz, the components of �� with

their corresponding average (A) and maximum (M) clock cycles are, (1) Radio wake-up time + MCU processing

(A:137 , M:200 ) (2) MCU processing (A:8, M:8) (3) 2-byte anchor symbol transmission time at 9.6kBaud (A:51

,M:68. We estimate the upper bound of each operation to determine � , and validated experimentally. On reading

a sensor data, the MCU sets TimerB to count up to 276 cycles during radio wake-up and anchor transmission.

The efective processing and transmission time is therefore a predetermined constant (276 cycles) and variations

within this upper bound does not afect the measured���� � at the receiver. The receiver counts���� � and subtracts

276 to decode data, achieving 100% accuracy.

7.6.2 Clock skew error. Clock skew directly afects the accuracy of the data received.We evaluate the performance

of the two clocks present in MSP430 1) an external crystal oscillator (ECO) 2) an internal Digitally Controlled

Oscillator (DCO) and analyse their impact on data-rate. Columns 2-4 in Table 3 show the clock rate and worst

case tolerance of these clocks, along with other commercially available low-power clocks. Clock tolerance is

an indicator of the accuracy of the clock. For example, with the 32.678 kHz ECO with a tolerance ± 30 parts

per million [70] the measured number of clock cycles vary only by ± 1 cycle. We experimentally veriied the

tolerance levels of the ECO and the DCO by transmitting a predeined value of ���� � every minute for over a

week. Column 5 shows the tolerance determined experimentally for the ECO and DCO. Note that the theoretical

tolerance values are an upper bound. Therefore, the clock skew correction proposed in ğ5.2 uses the tolerance

values to determine � . For the ECO, since � = 1, a data D is mapped to ���� � = 3� + 1. We correct for clock skew

by introducing redundancy, which reduces the efective number of data values D that can be communicated,

reducing the data-rate.
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Fig. 26. Impact of environmental conditions

Higher tolerance requires higher redundancy for correction, negatively afecting data-rate. Fig. 25 plots the

achievable data-rate as a function of payload for diferent clocks. When using clock skew error correction, the

tolerance has a higher impact on the data-rate than the clock frequency. For a given tolerance, the data-rate of

WiChronos with 32kHz and 1MHz are comparable, due to the redundancy introduced for clock skew correction.

Accurate clocks are key to the success of WiChronos. Low-power, high accuracy clocks in the order of MHz [71]

can be integrated with the MCU to improve the data-rate performance of WiChronos. Note that the data rate

decreases with increasing payload length, irrespective of clock tolerance, due to the exponential dependence

of information time on the payload. Prior knowledge of source distribution can help with optimum data-time

encoding to improve data-rate.

7.7 Environmental Conditions

We evaluated WiChronos outdoors under varying weather and traic conditions. Fig. 26 shows the impact of

temperature and wind on the anchor symbol error rate at a distance of 250m. SER increases by a factor of 15 at

low temperatures and 19 when there are strong winds as well. While this is not a complete analysis, it indicates

the strong impact of environmental conditions on anchor symbol loss, and in turn, bit errors at the receiver. We

plan to explore the impact of environmental conditions and design antennas and protective casing to reduce the

impact in our future work.

8 RELATED WORK

Timing interval based communication has been studied in the past. We present an overview of these works below.

Information Theoretic Analysis : An information theoretic analysis of encoding information in the queuing

time has been studied in literature [77ś81]. While bounds on channel capacity of single-queue and multiple-

queue servers worst-case timing error distributions have been studied, they do not provide algorithms for

energy eiciency and/or long-range communication in a wireless system. The maximum achievable data-rate of

WiChronos aligns with the capacity of timing channel derived in [77].

Timing Channel: Timing based communication has been studied as a security risk in covert timing channels [82ś

84], where information is encoded covertly in the time interval. The majority of the research work on timing

channels has focused on defense mechanisms to eliminate timing channels.

Pulse Time Modulation: This work is motivated by Pulse Position Modulation (PPM) and Communication

through Silence [85], a challenges paper on timing based modulation in wireless sensor networks. [85] does not

consider long-range and scalability in wireless networks. It does not consider the challenges in the practical
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implementation of timing interval modulation inwireless networks such as anchor symbol length, synchronization,

and packet errors. To the best of our knowledge, WiChronos is the irst attempt at implementing timing interval

modulation technique for long-range, energy eicient communication in wireless networks.

PPM and its variants such as Diferential PPM [86, 87], M-ary PPM [88ś92] have been developed and widely

used in one-to-one optical networks with ultra wide bandwidth and narrow pulses. The following requirements

of typical PPM implementations make them challenging for wireless networks.

Bandwidth requirements: PPM and its variants typically use an ultra-wide bandwidth [88] to get a narrow

pulse to achieve reasonable data rates while also saving energy. Ultra wide band will result in an increase in

energy consumption and noise loor in a wireless module, afecting both battery life and range. To overcome this

challenge, we use narrow bandwidth and achieve long range.

Clock Synchronization: In UWB, the pulses are short and therefore symbol synchronization is required for

PPM. DPPM, however, overcomes this challenge by encoding in the time diference between pulses [86]. In this

work, we relax synchronization requirements with the help of diferential modulation and low data-rates. PPM

implemented in one-to-one optical links does not require a dedicated MAC protocol. However, in a wireless

network, the pulses collide on air and therefore dedicated addressing and MAC protocol is required [93ś96].

Multiple transmitters, therefore, cannot share the channel without incurring packet losses or increasing energy

consumption [97, 98]. In this work, we remove the need for MAC by uniquely identifying the transmitter in each

pulse.

Despite its energy eiciency, PPM is not popular in wireless owing to the above challenges. We propose

WiChronos, a special case of the more general pulse position modulation for wireless communication and design

the modulation to cover a long range and accommodate a large scale.

9 LIMITATIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this section we discuss in detail the limitations and open research challenges that need further investigation as

well as research areas stemming from our work.

Timing error detection and correction: Existing error correction codes are designed for bit errors. Timing

errors in WiChronos can occur due to distance, clock errors, and channel conditions. Currently, we transmit

anchor symbol at low data rates of the order of few kbps, and hence the impact of above conditions on anchor

symbol timing is minimal. Error correction mechanisms will be needed for higher anchor symbol rates of 100s

of kbps. We proposed a simple error correction mechanism for clock skew that uses the apriori knowledge

of the clock tolerance. Smarter, capacity achieving timing error correction is needed to improve the data-rate

performance of WiChronos.

Impact of environmental conditions on clock rate and clock aging: We observed that at temperatures

below 30°F (0°C), moderate to strong winds signiicantly afected the anchor symbol decodability. While it can be

partly attributed to antenna stability, further experimental study on the impact of environmental conditions on

packet decodability and clock accuracy is required.

Payload Length: When size of the payload increases, time required to wait for transmission of data increases,

decreasing data rate and throughput per node. Therefore, WiChronos is not suitable for applications requiring

larger payloads. In order to use WiChronos for higher payload applications, an optimal way of encoding data to

clock cycles is required. This implementation is currently beyond the scope of this project and can be part of

future work.

Data-rate energy tradeof: WiChronos trades of data rate for energy eiciency. This is especially the case

when data required to be transmitted increases, leading to increase in time to send data, reducing throughput per

node. We propose two strategies to improve the data-rate performance of WiChronos. 1)A greedy algorithm that

uses prior knowledge of the source distribution. 2)Information-theoretic and machine learning approaches to
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learn the source distribution and encode data to clock cycles optimally. Systems research on eicient low-power,

high accuracy clocks have the potential to maximize data-rate and minimize energy further.

Anchor symbol loss: We use timeout to detect anchor loss when messages are shorter than the sensing period.

However, when the time between messages decreases, anchor symbol loss can go undetected, leading to inaccurate

reception. Further research to handle multiple anchor losses is required to broaden our impact.

Information security and authentication: In its current design, a WiChronos receiver identiies the sender

from the anchor symbols and does not ofer a mechanism for authentication. An adversary could be listening to

the channel to decode data and it is therefore not secure. Encrypting anchor symbol bit pattern can be used to

authenticate the sender whereas data security can be achieved by encrypting the data (D) to timing (���� � )mapping.

Simple and eicient security protocols for timing-based communication is a branch of research that is open for

further study.

MediumAccess Control: A hybrid of FDMA- or CDMA-based ALOHA can potentially improve the reliability of

WiChronos within the energy budget. MAC algorithms leveraging spatial diversity and anchor symbol modulation

is a future extension of this work.

10 CONCLUSIONS

We propose WiChronos, a modulation technique that enables long-range communication in large-scale deploy-

ments of energy-constrained sensor nodes. By oloading the communication complexity to timers present in

every MCU, we reduce the energy consumption and the cost of each sender. We reduce the time-on-air by mini-

mizing the number of symbols per message, in turn improving the spectral eiciency. The reduced time-on-air

enables an ALOHA-based MAC protocol to accommodate a large-scale network without signiicantly afecting

the collision performance. We propose error detection and correction mechanisms for timing induced bit errors

for bounded errors. We prototype WiChronos using a variety of of-the-shelf, general-purpose RF modules, MCUs,

and modulation techniques to evaluate the energy, range, and scale performance experimentally in indoor and

outdoor scenarios.
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